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ABSTRACT

'f

Recently, a mass of multimedia data can be rapidly produced and transmitted using
modern digital technologies. Naturally, solutions to digital copyright protection are required
urgently to tackle the problem of unauthorized copying and distribution. The aim of this
paper is concerned with inserting copyright information into host image. Specifically, we
introduce an approach of frequency domain technique to secure robust watermarking for
copyright protection. Bobusfness of the watermarking scheme is studied in defending
alterations such as tiltering, Iossy compression, and other attacks.
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can be easilycopied one way or another.
In general,digitalimages and digitalvideo-streams
Even though such copying may violate copyrightlaws, it is widespread.The ease with which
electronicimages may be copiedwithoutsignificantloss of contentcontributesto illegalcopying.
for copyrightprotection.To prove the
One of the goals of digitalwatermarkingis authentication
invisiblepattern(a watermark)is embeddedinto the image
ownershipof an image,a perceptually
and ideallystaysin the imageas long as the imageis recognizable.
WATERMARKINGSYSTEMMODEL
Our watermarkingsystem model is much more similarto the genericcommunicationsystem.
systemsare demonstratedin Figure 1(a)
The simllaritiesof the watermarkingand communication
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R E O U I R E M E N TOSF W A T E R M A R K I N G
Digital watermarking, particularly digital image watermarking, has several conflicting
robustness,and capacity
are perceptibility
The three most importantrequirements
requirements.
[1]. For example:a very robustwatermarkcan be obtainedby highlymodifyingthe host data for
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each bit of the watermarkby increasingthe watermarkstrength. However,this large modification
will be perceptible.As a secondexample,increasingthe numberof embeddedbitj increasesthe
capacity but decreasesthe robustness.Therefore,the maximum amount of modificationthat can
be accepTablefor the qualityof the mediaand robustnessare the two determiningfactorsfor the
maximumamountof watermarkbitsthat can be storedin a data object.
B U I L D I N GW A T E R M A R K I N G
It consists of two parts:- The first part is concerned with insertion strategy i.e. where in
the host signal shall we place the information?.The second one is watermirk structure how shall we place the additional information into the signal? lt is often necessary to utilize
Human Visual System (HVS) models for adaptively embedding the watermark. This can
reduce the impacts of modificationson image quality or for the same visual quality a much
stronger watermark can be embedded. The human eye is sensitive to the following
characteristicsof image-contrast,frequency, luminance sensitivity,and edges and texture
area [2]. One can combine the above four properties to construct a perceptual maskwhich
determines the amount of modification permitted on each image cover data (pixels,
transform coefficients) value. Using perceptual masks, energy can be added locally in
places where the human eye can't notice it. This increases robustness and hence capacitv
WATERMARKEMBEDDINGAPPROACH
There are two general approaches to embedding a digital watermark. One approach is to
transformthe host image into its frequencydomain representationand embed the watermarkdata
therein.The second is to directlytreat the spatialdomain data of the host image to embed the
watermark.Bruyndonckxet al. in [3] proposeda Spatial domain scheme for copyright labeling of
digitalimages based on pixel regionclassification.
The advantageof spatialtechniquesis that they can be easilyappliedto any image,regardless
of subsequentprocessing(whetherthey survive this processinghowever is a different matter
of spatialtechniquesis they do not allow for the exploitationof
entirely).A possibledisadvantage
this subsequentprocessingin orderto increasethe robustnessof the watermark.
In additionto this, adaptivewatermarkingtechniquesare a bit more difficultin the spatial
domain.Boththe robustnessand qualityof the watermarkcouldbe improvedif the propertiesof the
cover image could similarly be exploited. For example, it is generally preferable to hide
watermarkinginformationin noisy regionsand edges of images,ratherthen in smootherregions.
The benefitis two-fold:degradationin smootherregionsof an imageis more noticeableto the HVS,
and secondlybecomesa primetargetfor lossycompressionschemes.
workingin a frequencydomainof some sort becomes
Takingthese aspectsinto consideration,
very attractive.Frequencydomain watermarkingwas introducedby Cox et al.l4l. Cox's approach
techniquesto embed a bit in the image. However,it needs
uses spreadspectrumcommunication
the originalimageto decodethe watermarkand Smith et al.l10l referto these approaches(when
the originalimage is needed in the decodingprocess)as "...of limitedinterestbecause of their
The classicand still the most populardomain for image
narrow range of practicalapplications".
or DCT. Koch ef a/.[5] reported an efficient DCT
processingis that of Discrete-Cosine-Transform,
domain watermarkingtechniquesresistingto JPEG compression.But our proposedapproach is
robustalso againstattackssuch as filtering,croppingand geometricrotation.
The DCT allowsan imageto be brokenup into differentfrequencybands,makingit much easier
to embed watermarkinginformationinto the middle frequencybands of an image. The middle
frequencybands are chbsen such that they avoid the most visual importantparts of the image (low
themselvesto removalthroughcompressionand noise attacks
frequencies)withoutover-exposing
(highfrequencies)[6].
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FREQUENCY
DOMAINTECHNIQUE
One such techniqueutilizesthe comparisonof middle-bandDCT coelficientsto encode a single
bit into a 8x8 DCT block. We first divide the NxN image into (N/S)-(N/8)= N?6+ non overlapping
8x8blocks;then take DCT on each block and embed the watermarkmiddle-bandDCT coefficients
8x8 DiscreteCosineTransform(DCT)is definedas:

and 8x8 InverseDiscreteCosineTransform(IDCT)is definedas:
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DCT and IDCT are lineartransformationsand all DCT coefficientsare real. Any image block can
be representedas a superpositionof scaled DCT transformedimagesscaled with DCT coefficients.
A. Selection of DCT coefticient
The low frequencycomponentsof an image are perceptuallythe more significantones and any
modificationon them deterioratesthe image fidelity.Therefore,watermarkingshouldn't be applied
on low frequencycomponents.On the other hand, the high frequencycomponentsare the ones,
whichare usually less significantin terms of fidelity.As a consequence,compressiontechniques
utilizethis propertyand suppressthe high frequencycomponentsfirst to reducethe size of images.
Therefore,the watermarkingtechniquesthat modify high frequencycoefficientscannot be robust
carriersof watermark.This leavesus with the choiceof mid frequencycoefficients.
B. DCT based techniques
One such techniqueutilizesthe comparisonof middle-band(Fnr) DCT coefficientsto encode a
singlebit into a DCT block. Supposetwo locationsB;(ur,vr) and Bi(uz,vz) are chosen f rom the Fr'r
region for comparison. Rather then arbitrarily choosing these locations, extra robustness to
compressioncan be achieved if we base the choice of coefficientson the recommendedJPEG
quantizationshown below in Table 1. lf two locationsare chosen such that they have identical
quantization
values,we can feel conlidentthat any scalingof one coefficientwill scale the other by
the same factor preservingtheir relativesize. In Table 2, Fu is used to denote the lowest frequency
componentsof the block, while Fn is used to denote the higher frequency components. Frr,ris
chosenas the embeddingregion.
Basedon the Table,we can observethat coefficients(4,1)and (3,2),or (1,2)and (3,0)would
make suiTablecandidatesfor comparison,as their quantizationvalues are equal. Say Bi denotes
the 8x8 DCT block and two locationsBi(ur,vr)& Br(uz,vz)
are chosenfrom Frl region.The DCT block
will encodea "1" if Bi(ur,vr)> Bi(uz,vz);
otherwiseit will encode a "0". The coefficientsare then
swappedif the relativesize of each coefficientdoes not agree with the bit that is to be encoded [7].
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Table 1 Quantization
valuesused in JPEG
compressionscheme[7]
The swappingof such coefficientsshould not alter the watermarkedimage significantly,as it is
generally believed that DCT coefficients of middle frequencies have similar magnitudes. The
robustnessof the watermarkcan be improvedby introducinga watermark "strength"constant k,
> k Coefficientsthat do not meet this criteriaare modified using
such that Bi(ur,vr)- Bi(uz,vz)
random noise to satisfythe relation.Increasingk thus reducesthe chance of detectionerrors at the
expenseof additionalimage degradation[7].
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Table2 Definitionof DCT regions
Another possibletechniqueis to embed a PN(Pseudorandom noise) sequence W into the
middlefrequenciesof the DCT block.We can modulatea given DCT block x,y using the Equation
(3) shown below.
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Where 1,., is the originalimage and k is the watermark"strength".
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For each Bx8 block x,y of the image,the DCT for the block is first calculated.In that block,the
middlefrequencycomponentsFN/are addedto the PN sequenceW, multipliedby a gain factor k.
Coefficientsin the low and middle frequenciesare copied over to the transformedimage
Each blockis then inverse-transformed
to give us our finalwatermarkedimagelw [B].
unaffected.
The watermarkingprocedurecan be made somewhatmore adaptiveby slightlyalteringthe
embeddingprocessto the methodshownin Equation4.
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This slight modificationscales the strengthof the watermarkingbased on the size of the
padicularcoefficientsbeing used. Larger/is can thus be used for coefficients
of highermagnitude
in effectof strengthening
the watermarkin regionsthat can affordit and weakeningit in those that
cannot[8].
For detection,the image is brokenup into those same 8x8 blocks,and a DCT pedormed.The
same PN sequenceis then comparedto the middlefrequencyvaluesof the transformedblock. lf
the correlationbetweenthe sequencesexceedssome thresholdT, a "1" is detectedfor that block;
where increasingk
otherwisea "0" is detected.Again k denotesthe strengthof the watermarking,
raisesthe robustnessof the watermarkat the expenseof quality[8].
C. Proposed approach
Researcherscan compare differentalgorithmsand see how a method can be improvedor
of the wholemethod[9].
whethera newlyaddedfeatureactuallyimprovesthe reliability
we discussedabout the watermarkstructure.The most
In Section4 "Buildingwatermarking"
straight-forward
approachwouldbe to embedwatermark(textstrings)into an imageby allowingan
imageto directlycarryinformationsuch as author,title,date...andso fofth.The drawbackhowever
to this approachis that ASCIItext in a way can be consideredto be a form of LZW (Lempel-ZivWelch) compression,where each letter being representedwith a certain pattern of bits. By
the watermark-object
beforeinsedion,robustnesssuffers.
compressing
Due to the natureof ASCIIcodes,a singlebit error due to an attackcan entirelychangethe
meaningof that character,and thus the message.lt would be quite easy for even a simple task
suchas JPEG compressionto reducea copyrightstringto a randomcollectionof characters.The
properties
of the HVS (Humanvisualsystem)can easilybe exploitedin recognitionof a degraded
watermark.

r the
ation

In this work the host imageis dividedinto 4096 blocksof size 8x8.The binarywatermarkwith a
sizeof 20x50 pixelis embeddedinto the image.The algorithmworkson selected1000 of Bx8 DCT
value is taken for comparisonand
blocksand the coefficientsof the same quantization
Coetficient
k i t i s 0 a n d t h a t ( 4 , 1 ). ( 3 , 2 )w h e nw a t e r m a r k
a r ee n c o d e ds u c ht h a t ( 4 , 1 ) t ( 3 , 2 )w h e nw a t e r m a r b
bit is 1, and the two values are adjustedsuch that their difference>= k. Finallythe block is
back intospatialdomain.
transformed
For detection,the watermarkedimageis brokenup into those same 8x8 blocks,and a DCT is
performed.The same PN sequenceis then comparedto the middle frequencyvalues of the
transformed
block.
R E S U L TA N D D I S C U S S I O N
The experimentinvolvedevaluatingthe reliabilityof extractedwatermarkand demonstrating
are
of the proposedapproach.In this work,four kindsof manipulations
the copyrighteffectiveness
considered-filtering,lossy JPEG compression,cropping and rotation.The experimentswere
performedon monochromeimageswith a size of 512x512pixels.Figure2(a) shows three images
thatwere used:-airplane,Lena,bird and wereselectedto representthree kindsof images- those
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containinglarge smooth areas, containingboth smooth and detailedareas, and with large amount
of details.
PSNR (Peak signal to noise ratio) is calculated using the Equation 5 to give us a rough
approximationof the qualityof the embeddedimage in the experiments.

XY maxp?.,
PSNR=

If".----r4tr

Where Pr.n i" the originalimageand Pr., '. the watermarkedimage.
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Figure2. (a)Original
images

The ever-popular
Miss November(Lena)image is used as a referenceimage. From the
imageof Lenashownin Figure2 (b), the error is
differencebetweenoriginaland watermarked
visible.The erroris mostsignificant
at blackhair.At the receiversite,the watermarkis extracted
fromthe transmitted
imageand comparedwiththe originalwatermark('Copyright')
to performthe
copyrightprotection.

Wffi

PSNR=9B,3dB PSNR=U.IdB
PSNR=sB,3dB

PSNR=34.7d8

Figure2. (b) Watermarkedimages
Figure3 (a) and 4 (a) shows. a low pass and median filteredwatermarkedimage using a 3x3
filter mask consistingof 0.9 intensityvalues.The medianfilteredimage is more blurredthan the low
pass filtered image (which is blurredalso comparedto the original host image).The reconstructed
watermarkis also still betterin medianfilter.

:
Figure3. (a) Low pass filter,
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Figure 4. (a) Median filter,

(b) Recovered watermark

The figure5 showswatermarkedimagecompressedusinglossyindex-100JPEG and index-25
The index rangesfrom 0 to 100,where 0 is the best compressionand 100 is
JPEGcompression.
watermarkis a good reproduction
in our experiment.
the bestquality.The reconstructed

jpeg
Figure5. (a) Index-100jpg(b) Index-2S
'Figure6 (a) shows a croppedwatermarkedimage croppedwith a mask of size 340x425pixels.The
watermarkis still recognizable.
reconstructed
Geometrictransformsare one of the most difficult
for a watermarking
techniqueto deal with Embeddlngdomain.This can be chosenboth
conditions
by shiftingor rotatinginvariancesuch as Cartesianor Polar DCT; howdverthese domains are
typicallyresistantto only a specificgeometricdistortion.
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Figure6. (a) Cropping (b) Recoveredwatermark
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Figure7. (a) Rotation2 degree(b) Recoveredwatermarked
The only differencebetween the rotated image and the cropped image is the bilinear
interpolation
used to realignthe pixelsafterit is rotatedback to its originalalignment.The bilinear
can be approximated
interpolation
as an averagingfilter.
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CONCLUSION
Our researchtarget is concernedwith invisiblerobust watermarkingfor copyright protection.This
paper is mainly focused on robustnessto low pass filtering, median filtering, lossy JPEG
compression,cropping and rotation. The approach shows that an embedded message is still
recoverableand recognizableof the owner after the watermarkedimage has modifiedby the above
imageprocessingtechniques.
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